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e.- -_ 
Director, 
Division of the Commission Clerk and Administrative Services 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
TALLAHAS SEE, FL 3 2 3 99-0 8 50 

Dear Director: 

DOCKET ## 060638EI 

Further to my letter of April 18 2007, I have some additional questions . . . 

1. Of the existing and proposed rates per kWh, what proportion (percentage) is 'purchased 
energy' and what proportion (percentage) is costs added by FPU; the total would be 
100%. 
Please break down FPU's revenue from City of Fernandina Beach customers to show the 
expected revenue in 2007 - without this proposed increase - for residential customers 
by: 
a. Revenue from the $1 O/montWmeter customer charge. 
b. Revenue from sales of electricity. 

2. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely 

Michael R Harrison 
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MICHAEL R. HARRISON PhrD. 
820 Someruelos St., Fernandina Beach, FL 32034 ~Te l :  904.491.1259 

email: mharrison@iee.org 

May 3,2007 

Director, 
Division of the Commission Clerk and Administrative Services 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Director: 

DOCKET # 060638EI 

,'% 8 
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CCM -.--.-I am now writing to oppose the proposed rate increase for the following reasons: 

Thank you for convening yesterday's public meeting in Fernandina; it was helpful. 

The work proposed by FPUC does nothing to 'harden' the electrical infrastructure 
against adverse weather. The majority of the expenditure is directed towards 
vegetation management and inspection. These are activities that I expect to be 
included in FPUCs normal operations. 
Providing further monies to FPUC for 'vegetation management' will likely lead to 
more instances of tree mutilation where the trees and the lines come close together. 
We do not need any more examples of the work shown on the next page (in the 300 
and 400 blocks of Ash Street, Fernandina). 
Nothing in the proposal provides for upgrading service or poles. The solution to the 
question of how to 'harden' the system involves many elements, and must take into 
account the wishes and views of the served community. 

Clearly, we in Fernandina are interested in seeing real improvements made to our electrical 
distribution infrastructure, including the undergrounding of service in particular locations, and the 
routing of above-ground service to reduce vulnerability to weather conditions. I see no evidence in 
FPUC's 'hardening' proposals that they are contemplating any such initiatives; but I hope that after 
yesterday's meeting they will begin to do so. 

In this docket, FPUC is claiming relief from mandates from yourselves - FPSC. I cannot believe 
that the actions proposed by FPUC were directed by FPSC; rather I imagine that you told them to 
make ow system less vulnerable to weather, and FPUC responded with a plan to manage vegetation 
and inspect poles. We need as better plan - one that addresses the needs of our community. 

Sincerely 

Michael R Harrison 
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April 18,2007 

Director. 
Division of the Commission Clerk and Administrative Services 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32399-0850 

Dear Director: 

I have today received notification of Florida Public Utilities' meeting in Femandina on May 2 2007, 
presenting their justification of a rate increase to recover costs associated with mandatory storm 
preparedness initiatives. 

DOCKET # 060638-E1 

I am seeking the following information concerning FPU's proposal. If possible, please provide it to me 
before the meeting; if not, please ensure that it is available at the meeting. All of my questions relate to 
FPU's activities and customers in the City of Fernandina Beach. 
1. Please define the financial periods used in the proposal. Does FPU's financial year run from 
January to December? When it is written that a cost is projected to be $713,517 in 2007, what time 
period is involved? 
2. 
this and prior financial periods? When did the storm hardening begin? 
3. 

conditions that their system is expected to withstand after hardening? What is the schedule for its 
implementation? Will a copy of the plan be available for public inspection at the meeting? 

What costs have FPU included as 'costs associated with mandatory storm preparedness 
initiatives'? How have these costs been separated from the normal ongoing costs of system 

What is the amount of costs have been expended by FPU on mandatory storm preparedness in 

Has FPU filed a Storm Hardening plan with FPSC? When was it filed? Is the plan specific in that 
GPdP it describes what changes will be made to what equipment? Or is it still in general terms describing the 

COM , ~ .  

CTR -__D 4. 

EcW - maintenance? How are the expected savings in operating costs resulting from a 'hardened' system 
p ~ g  1 reflected in future rate reductions? 

5. Does FPU expect this rate increase to be permanent, or to apply solely for the duration of the 
Opt _--- hardening project? What is the cost (by month) to implement FPU's hardening plan? 

6 .  How will FPU keep the revenue generated from this rate increase separate from it normal RGP4 operating revenue? How will it account for revenues and expenses charged to the hardening account? 
SCR ___I_ 7 .  Is FPU asking for recovery of an actual cost it has incurred? Or is looking for a rate increase to 

cover costs that it thinks it may incur? 
8. Geographically, what is FPU's service area for which the cost of $713,5 17 is projected for 2007? 8GA -~~ 

SEC What are the hardening cost estimates for 2007 for each constituency in its service area (including City 
of Femandina Beach, and unincorporated Amelia Island)? What are. the estimated expenses for each 

$TH ----voltage level of distribution (HV transmission, 13kv distribution, 220/110v service)? 
9. 

Thank you for your help. I look forward to hearing from you. 
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What is FPU's projected revenue from this rate increase for future periods? 

Sincerely 

s 
w 
J u 

Michael R Harrison 


